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WHO ARE WE
Well-established as a leading East Anglian law firm offering a full range of legal services to organisations
and individuals, both regionally and nationally.

Conveyancing
Commercial Property
Construction
Criminal defence
Employment
Regulatory compliance and enforcement
Litigation and dispute resolution
Corporate & Commercial

DEFINITION
Money Laundering – what does it actually mean:
Money laundering is how criminals change money and other assets into clean money or assets that
have no obvious link to their criminal origins. Money laundering can take many forms, but in the
property sector it often involves:

Buying a property asset using the proceeds of crime letting it or selling it on, giving the
criminal an apparently legitimate source of funds;
Criminals may also hide behind complex company structures and multiple bank;
Accounts to disguise the real purpose of a transaction and hide its beneficial ownership;
A more direct method may involve paying an estate agency business a large amount and
reclaiming it later the money for a purchase may be the result of mortgage fraud.
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TAX EVASION
Criminal offence that can lead to money laundering:

Sale price of a property may be set below the Stamp Duty Threshold by manipulating the
price of furniture and fittings.
In a commercial setting – there might be underreporting of business turnover

TERRORIST FINANCING

Terrorist financing involves dealing with money or property that you’ve reasonable cause to suspect
may be used for terrorism. The funds and property may be from legitimate sources or criminal
sources.

They may be in small amounts.
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HISTORY
First Directive in 1994 – applied to financial institutions and criminalised money laundering offences.

Second in 2001- extended the obligations to a defined set of activities provided by a number of non
financial services – lawyers, accountants and others including real estate agents.

Third in 2007– refined PEPs, fit and proper test, revised CDD and identification, monitoring/
supervision and a shift encouraging risk based approach

MONEY LAUNDERING REGULATIONS 2017
It should be noted that this is not a root and branch change. MLR 2017 constitutes an evolution of
content and a reorganisation of structure. The intention is for MLR 2017 to improve upon and plug
certain gaps in MLR 2007, including:
changing the approach to customer due diligence
seeking to prevent new means of terrorist financing, including through e-money and prepaid
cards
improving transparency of beneficial ownership of companies and trusts
effectively enforcing sanctions.
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AML – LEGISLATIVE REGIME
The main UK legislation covering anti-money laundering and counter-financing of terrorism
is:
Proceeds of Crime Act 2002
Terrorism Act 2000
Money Laundering Regulations 2017 (the Regulations)
Criminal Finances Act 2017.
(The Sanctions and Anti Money Laundering Act 2018)

TERRORISM ACT 2000
The Terrorism Act sets out the primary offences relating to terrorist funding. Regulated
businesses, like estate agency businesses, must report belief or suspicion of offences related
to terrorist financing, such as:

fundraising for the purposes of terrorism
using or possessing money for the purposes of terrorism
involvement in funding arrangements
money laundering - facilitating the retention or control of money that’s destined
for ,or is the proceeds of, terrorism.
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POCA – PRINCIPLE OFFENCES
1.

Conceal, disguise, convert or transfer criminal property, or remove it from England
(s327)

2.

Enters into or becomes concerned in an arrangement that they know or suspect facilitates
(by whatever means) the acquisition, retention, use or control of criminal property by or
on behalf of another person (S328)

3.

Acquire, use or have possession of criminal property (S329)

These apply to everyone and are committed when you ‘know’ or ‘suspect’ that the
property is criminal.
The maximum penalty for any of these offences is 14 years imprisonment and or an
unlimited fine….

CRIMINAL PROPERTY
• Criminal property is widely defined and means a person's benefit from criminal conduct
(or property representing such benefit), where the person alleged to have committed the
ML offence knows or suspects that it constitutes or represents such a benefit.

• Saving through criminal conduct counts.

• Does not matter if one cannot identify particular monies as criminal property. The question
is whether it is property said to be tainted from the conduct.
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CRIMINAL CONDUCT
Conduct in the UK that amounts to an offence in any part of it.

Conduct outside the UK constituting an offence even if lawful in that other country if such
person can show:
1. it was not unlawful in the said jurisdiction concerned; AND
2. If it occurred in the UK it would not be punishable for more than 12 months.

‘Offence’ is not defined but established and recognised to mean Criminal (not Civil).

PRINCIPLE OFFENCES – PENALTIES
The maximum penalty for any of these three principle offences is 14 years imprisonment and or an
unlimited fine…. But there is more.

Confiscation orders:
- To recover proceeds of crime. Local and other enforcement Authorities are incentivised to
recover such assets as they can be entitled to retrain a proportion.
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CASES ON CONFISCATION
Basso and another v R [2010]
Park and Ride Business without planning and failed to comply with enforcement notices. Convicted
and confiscation ordered for total income and not just the profit.
Sumal & Sons (Properties) Ltd v London Borough of Newham [2012]
No POCA order for failure to obtain licence (rather than rents collected during that time). Instead a
Rent Collection Order was appropriate.
Other News
Norwich City Council is the first local authority in the country to use POCA against a landlord who
failed to comply with license conditions.
Brent Council given the green light to take action against landlords under POCA

SCOPE AND GRAVITY OF ML
Are we ever positioned to know the full extent given the activities concerned relate to attempts to
conceal.

2009 – international records suggested 2.7% of GDP Globall8 – US $1.6 Trillion

The International Monetary Fund estimated it amounting to anything up to 5% of GDP globally - US
$2 Trillion. Whilst speculative there is evidence to suggest either ML is increasing or the regime to
identify the issue is becoming more effective.

The property industry is recognised as being used as vehicle to legitimise or ‘clean’ proceeds.
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MONEY LAUNDERING REGULATIONS 2017
Significant change and focus in the last decade.

For the most part those ‘persons’ remain the same as before with a few changes capturing a wider
scope.

The most important and significant change revolve around the transformation towards a less
prescriptive approach and a more risk based set of rules together with guidance in areas where there
was seemingly the need for practical improvement.

MONEY LAUNDERING REGULATIONS 2017
The Regulations set out what relevant businesses must do to prevent their services being used for
money laundering or terrorist financing purposes. It includes amongst others the following:
customer due diligence
reporting suspicious activity
record keeping
staff awareness.
If a person or business fails to comply with the Regulations, they may face civil penalties or criminal
prosecution. This could result in unlimited fines and/or a prison term of up to two years.
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PROFESSIONALS EXPOSED
POCA 2002 – Schedule 9, Part 1:
‘The Regulated Sector’ (as amended)

To the extent the business is involved in the participation in a financial or real property
transaction
the carrying on of estate agency work – in accordance with S1 OF THE ESTATE AGENTS ACT 1979
Auctions
All gambling providers and not just those with a casino operating licence

HMRC
Almost all business supervised by the HMRC for anti-money laundering purposes are subject either
to fit and proper or approval requirements under the Regulations. These requirements are to ensure
that businesses’ beneficial owners and senior management are appropriate people to undertake those
roles. Key personnel must pass the relevant test before the business can register, and can remain
registered, with HMRC.

To be informed and updated as to the MLRO and CO appointed.

HMRC stresses that neither of those requirements test whether the business is professionally run or
operated. Registration is a legal requirement to trade, it is not a recommendation or endorsement of
the business.
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OFFICE FOR PROFESSIONAL BODY ANTI-MONEY
LAUNDERING SUPERVISION
The Office for Professional Body Anti-Money Laundering
Supervision (OPBAS) was launched in January 2018 and is
widely termed the “AML Watchdog” or “supervisor or
supervisors”.

OPBAS
Supervises all regulatory bodies who are designated supervisors under the 2017 Regulations.

Supervisory authorities can impose civil sanctions:
Fines and statements (regulation 76).
Suspensions and removal of authorisation (regulation 77).
Prohibitions on senior managers (regulation 78).
Injunctions (regulation 80).
Disciplinary proceedings
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SENIOR MANAGERS
Personal Liability
Minimum requirements
Identify, assess and take a risk based approach – risk assessment in writing
Appoint a nominated officer to lodge reports (MLRO) and Compliance Officer
Devote sufficient resources
They are responsible for the above but also to ensure the business has policies, controls and
procedures in place, which address the level of risk in different circumstances.
Size and nature
Structure – branches, franchises, subsidiaries
Communicated, Review and update
Training
Monitor effectiveness and record keeping

RISK FACTORS – SCORING
customers and any underlying beneficial owners
services, for example, auctioneering, property finding or sales agency
financing methods
delivery channels, for example on-line or other non-face to face services
geographical areas of operation, including sending money to, from or through high risk third
countries, for example countries identified by the EU or Financial Action
Task Force (FATF) as having deficient systems to prevent money laundering or terrorist financing
business.
Note of emerging trends
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POLICY STATEMENT & CONTROLS
Your policy statement must lay out your policy, controls and procedures and how you and
other senior managers will manage the business’s exposure to risk. It must make clear how
you will lessen the risks identified in your risk assessment to prevent money laundering.
Make clear who is responsible.
In writing and disseminated to elements of the business in the UK and abroad.
The specific measures depend on the type of customer, business relationship, jurisdiction,
product or transaction, especially large or complex transactions or unusual patterns of
activity that have no apparent economic or lawful purpose.

REQUIREMENTS
‘Know Your

Client’

individuals, corporate structures, beneficial owners, each party, representatives, and alike.
checking the documents – reliance on third parties – remaining responsible

Politically Exposed Persons
Due Diligence
simplified or enhanced? Why? Record Decision
What is the nature of the transaction and source of funds
Ongoing - monitor and adapt to risk factors

Occasional Transactions – value not fees – linked or independent
Record Keeping – 5 years
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LAND REGISTRY
In addition to the identity checks required by the ML regime, the Land
Registry also requires conveyancers to confirm the identities of clients and
others in certain situations to safeguard against property fraud

REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
Any individual working in the ‘regulated sector’ is obliged to report to their firm’s
nominated officer where (in the course of the regulated activities) either of the following
applies:
1. They know or suspect a person is Money Laundering (The Subjective Test);
or
2. There are reasonable grounds to suspect that a person (not just their client) is
engaged in Money Laundering (The Objective Test);
In either case it Must be in the course of their business. The information must objectively
be able to identify the party/ person or whereabouts of funds or both.
Failure to report is an offence and is punishable by up to five years' imprisonment and/or an
unlimited fine
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REASONABLE GROUNDS FOR SUSPICION
Ignorance not a defence. What would a reasonable person in the same position
with the same information suspect and or report. Recent example given in the
sector include:
Property transfers at very high or low prices.
Direct transfer of deposit exceeding 10% of sale price by buyer to seller.
Unnecessary routing of funds through third party accounts or the conveyancer's
firm's account.
Use of off-shore structures.
Failure to supply identification documents.

Failure to report is an offence and is punishable by up to five years' imprisonment
and/or an unlimited fine

SARs – SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY REPORTS
Staff must raise an internal report ASAP - know or suspect some is concerned in Money Laundering
The MLNO must consider it and decide whether to make a SAR’s report to the National Crime Agency.
even if no transaction takes place
how they know or suspect
as much relevant information it has on records

Consent Defence Request – at start of relationship or before transaction if to proceed
Offence for MLRO to proceed without letter of approval with the 7 day period
Seeking, granting or no reply does not oblige you to proceed or mean there is no criminality. You
must personally consider your position with care and caution
- still comply with other requirements
If no refusal letter in set period then a matter for you as to the requirements being met.
If refused then must not proceed for further 31 days - ‘The Moratorium Period’ (only ML and not
Terrorism)
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SARs…
The nominated officer must be conversant with guidance on how to submit
a report

A suspicious activity report must be made to the NCA no matter what part
of your business the suspicion arises in.

EXAMPLES – NEW TRANSACTIONS
checking the seller or buyers identity is difficult;
the seller or buyer is reluctant to provide details of their identity or provides;
documents which may be fake;
the seller or buyer is trying to use intermediaries to protect their identity or hide their involvement;
you must go through several legal entities in order to identify the beneficial owner or you are unable to identify
whether there are any beneficial owners;
no apparent reason for using your business's services - for example, another business is better placed to handle the
transaction;
their lifestyle does not appear to be consistent with your knowledge of their income or income does not appear to be
from a legitimate source;
they are keen to buy or sell quickly at an unusually low or high price for no legitimate reasons;
part or full settlement in cash or foreign currency, with weak reasons;
they, or associates, are subject to, for example, adverse media attention, have been; and or
disqualified as directors or have convictions for dishonesty.
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EXAMPLE – REGULAR CLIENTS
The ML regime requires an ongoing consideration of the matter. SO regular clients should be kept under review
and some questions to consider are:
the transaction is different from the normal business of the customer
the size and frequency of the transaction is different from the customer’s normal pattern
the pattern has changed since the business relationship was established
the nature of any payments made changes, for example, a buyer’s payment to an auctioneer is made in cash rather
than through a bank account
there has been a significant or unexpected improvement in the customer’s financial position the customer cannot
give a proper explanation of where money came from or their source of wealth or funds.

OBTAINING CONSENT (DEFENCE)
You only receive a defence to the extent to which you ask for it. So you should clearly outline all the aspects of the
transaction that could be affected. For example:

'We seek a defence to finalise an agreement for sale of property X and to then transfer property X
into the name of (purchaser) and following payment of disbursements, pay the proceeds of the
sale of the property to (seller)'.

You can’t ask for a general defence to trade with a person, only to carry out a particular transaction
7 days and then a further 31 days on refusal. If a ‘defence’ is needed sooner then reasons should clearly be stated
and further contact made to the NCS.
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AFTER REPORTING?
If a ‘client’ is suspected of ML and report lodged then the business can no longer act for the client in any
way that may move or affect the criminal property – absent of express consent.

Overlap to avoid principle offence yourself or alleged of doing so.

‘Tipping Off’ is an offence so what next?
Calls
Emails
delays

TIPPING OFF OFFENCE
It is a criminal offence for anyone to say or do anything that may 'tip off' another person
that a suspicion has been raised, or that a money laundering or terrorist financing
investigation may be carried out.
It is also an offence to falsify, conceal or destroy documents relevant to investigations.
Nobody should tell or inform the person involved in the transaction or anyone else that:
the transaction is being or was delayed because a suspicion has been raised
details of a transaction have or will be reported to the NCA
law enforcement agencies are investigating the customer
Such an offence carries a penalty of up to 5 years imprisonment and/or a fine.
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LONSDALE
V
NATIONAL WESTMINSTER BANK PLC [2018]
• Suspicions about money laundering submitted to the NCA may well amount to “personal
data” for the purposes of the DPA 1998 and are therefore prima facie disclosable.

• Where a suspicious activity report is historic or made after the event, the exemption in
section 29 of the DPA 1998 is unlikely to apply, nor will disclosure of the suspicious activity
report necessarily amount to tipping-off or prejudicing an on-going investigation.

PROSECUTION OF INDIVIDUALS
ML offences apply irrespective of the amount of criminal property
POCA captures minor regulatory breaches
Code for Crown Prosecutors
CPS Guidance and examples given where public interest and de minimus
factors to be considered
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ML PROPERTY EXAMPLES
possible situations where the client commits an offence (criminal conduct)
which can give rise to criminal property:
Stamp duty land tax
Energy performance certificates
Planning enforcement notices
Asbestos
Purchases at an undervalue

THE CRIMINAL FINANCES ACT 2017
The Criminal Finances Act 2017 has more recently created two offences of 'failure to prevent'
tax evasion. Mirroring the legislation in the Bribery Act 2010, the Criminal Finances Act 2017
makes the facilitation of tax evasion by an 'associated person' to a company an offence.
Unexplained Wealth Orders - force since February 2018. They are intended to bolster the
Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 (POCA) regime, by making it easier for law enforcement agencies to
seize assets suspected of representing criminal property. Several authorities are empowered to
apply to the court for such orders, including HMRC, the National Crime Agency (NCA), the
Serious Fraud Office (SFO) and the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). To date 3 have been
issued with the NCA confirming to the media early in 2018 that they were considering “100s
more
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REGISTER OF BENEFICIAL OWNERS
Up to 5 years in prison for criminals who use UK property market for money laundering
new public information will make it easier for law enforcement agencies to tackle money
laundering while reducing opportunities for criminals to hide
new data reveals nearly 75% of UK property industry agree new register will lead to increase in
transparency and reduce potential for illegal activity
For the first time, foreign companies owning UK properties will be required to reveal their
ultimate owners on the world’s first public register of overseas entities’ beneficial ownership.
The register forms part of a wider crackdown on criminals laundering their dirty money in the
UK and the new information it reveals will make it easier for law enforcement agencies to seize
criminal funds.

ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING ACT AND REGS 2018
Most of the SAMLA 2018, including the substantive provisions enabling
relevant ministers to make sanctions regulations under section 1 and the
provisions to make money laundering and counter-terrorism financing
regulations under section 49, will be brought into force by statutory
instruments (SIs). The legislation is clearly intended to be in force at the time
of the UK's exit from the EU.
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THE 6TH DIRECTIVE
The next piece of reform in relation to anti-money laundering was the Directive on combating
money laundering by criminal law – the Sixth Money Laundering Directive (6MLD). It is worth
nothing that the UK government did not choose to opt-in to this Directive and (regardless of
Brexit) will not be bound by its provisions. Nevertheless, had the UK chosen to be bound by
these provisions it would have met many of the requirements in any event.

Virtual currencies
Cooperation between member states
Minimum terms of imprisonment
Extension of criminal liability for organisations
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